World geologists by indicating how his own divisions of the Tertiary (as Miocene
Meltzer's long (ninety-five-page) introductory essay is foundational and deserves separate publication. Here he both emphasizes the weight of importance that was riding on Joseph Henry's first publication as secretary of the new Smithsonian Institution and traces in fascinating detail the remarkable, twisting series of events and crises that led to its emergence in 1848. Squier and Davis appear as an unlikely scientific duo-indeed, even before the volume actually found its way into print they had bitterly and permanently parted ways, squabbling over priority, credit, and even free copies of the book. Meltzer draws intelligently on previous scholars such as Tom Tax, Robert Bieder, William Stanton, and Stephen Williams; on the invaluable, decades-long Joseph Henry Papers project at the Smithsonian; and on his own substantial archival digging into the papers of Squier, Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, and others to construct a narrative that verges at times on the tragicomic. The full story of Ancient Monuments, its patronage, and its authors becomes a mixture of ambition and deceit, hyperbole and hucksterism, serious science and fraud, and, finally (for Squier in his later years), personal betrayal, depression, and madness.
For Henry, the publication of this first "Contribution to Knowledge" was part of a lifelong crusade against amateurism and speculation in American science, a strong step away from "throwing dice for discovery" and toward verifiable, sober scientific observation. As he admonished Squier and Davis, "Your labors should be given to the world as free as possible from For Henry, the publication of this first "Contribution to Knowledge" was part of a lifelong crusade against amateurism and speculation in American science, a strong step away from "throwing dice for discovery" and toward verifiable, sober scientific observation. As he admonished Squier and Davis, "Your labors should be given to the world as free as possible from 
